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ive been wanting to sample the groove of an alternate drumline for quite
some time, but never knew that there was any real alternative. ive scoured

the net for years, now i found it. im pumped. theyre playing my grooves in the
movie. im so excited to have all these drum loops to work with. and the
scratches work so well. this will help make my beats groovier and more

dynamic. ill use my samples as patterns for my drums.” drums2md2 grabs 15
drum machine kicks and snares samples from the kickscape library by the

great tyler of sarcasticdrummer & sons. 3 players tried the same sample type
and levels on each kick and snares and 3 different sets of hardware. because

of that, i have 3 kicksounds, 3 snare sounds of the same category.
samplepack: drum loops, drum kicks, drum snares, drum fx, drum percussion,

drum wahs, drum samples, drum shots, loops, drum loops and kits, drum
instruments, bass, keys, synth, vox, guitar, guitar effects, lead, pianos, strings,

backing vocal and much much more. hits pack: drums, drum fx, drum kicks,
drum shaemz it contains over 2,500 multi-formatted drum loops, premium

samples, sounds and a huge selection of drum instruments. the jjbeat library
is a modern, trendy, synth-centric collection of drum samples that are suitable

for any type of music production. this pack is awesomely melodic. i got the
pack in sunday. i thought that it was a more light-hearted, approach to heavy
metal. its a great pick if you need a quick tune for a movie trailer or whatever.
i got their exact same pack, but my bundle is much less, which made me not

want to buy it. i paid about $10 dollars for the whole pack, which is pretty
good. i dont know what they were thinking when they made the run of 6 songs

and then 1 of 14, much less 6 of 8 free songs. that seems like a lot to give
away.
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mumbai, jun 19: in a major legislative step that virtually obliterates the riaa's
stranglehold on the increasingly-assailable music industry, india's government
today passed a new bill aimed squarely at curtailing the worst excesses of the

dvd industry. the new legislation, which will be debated in parliament
tomorrow, radically overhauls the way copyrighted materials are handled in
the country, and gives the public unprecedented access to its content. with

india's patent laws currently the most pro-user in the world, the new rules are
certain to have a significant impact on the entertainment industry both here
and abroad. though the initial bill was presented to the house in march, few
details were made public prior to today. the legislation has met with similar
derision in the u.s. that india faced in recent years -- and by one of the bill's

sponsors, r k doshi, a lawmaker from maharashtra. the current system in
india, he told the times of india, works well for the south asian nation, "and

should not be scrapped. at the same time, we have to change our laws to suit
the current situation in the west." when the copyright law, passed in 1992,
was challenged the u. supreme court ruled that only federal laws regarding

copyright are applicable in the united states. "the judiciary, therefore, has no
authority to award compensation for copyright infringement. the same rule
applies to copyrights," said a petition filed by the district court of mumbai
(bombay), in a case involving music cds, in the indian supreme court in

september 2000. mr. doshi added that "the laws need to be changed for that
purpose," meaning to alter the compensation system so that artists and

artists' rights organizations receive a larger share of proceeds earned from the
sale of digital content. - copyright --" 5ec8ef588b
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